CAMPER TRAILER BUYER’S GUIDE
The Opus

THE OPUS
Keep the outdoor life exciting and simple with a
camper trailer designed to make adventuring easy

The tent on the Opus is made from a heavy-duty, 400gsm mico-weave poly/cotton blend canvas that combines the high
breathability and water-tightness of cotton with the strength and water resistance of polyester. When erect, the tent helps
to create the Opus’s high ceiling effect that gives you heaps of functional living space inside.

V

ersatility and style help make the Opus
camper trailer from Purple Line an
ideal choice for today’s active Aussie.
Contemporary and ergonomic design
combines European sensibility with Australian
ingenuity to produce a sleek, strong and super
lightweight camper that can be towed by virtually
any kind of vehicle. Quick and easy to setup and
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take down, the Opus empowers you to take off
with family and friends whenever the spirit to get
away suddenly strikes.
With an incredible 500kg load carrying
capacity on top, and heaps of storage
throughout, the Opus makes it possible for you
to bring along all your favourite bits of gear and
oversized items like push bikes, boats and camp

furniture that can sometimes be awkward and
complicated to travel with. Australian conditions
can be challenging enough without your camper
trailer working against you. The Opus from
Purple Line makes reliable, luxurious travel
more accessible than you may have imagined
and twice as much fun as you could have ever
hoped for.

The Opus’s internal kitchen area comes complete with a stainless steel sink, two-burner Hob,
three-way refrigerator and microwave to cover all of your essential cooking and food storage
needs. The camper’s contemporary and ergonomic layout arranges all of your appliances
conveniently and will provide you with plenty of space to move about comfortably.

With the inclusion of a rugged,
five-leaf off-road suspension
and electric disc brakes, with
off-road magnets. The Opus
has been engineered from the
bottom up for true blue Aussie
action and adventure. The Opus
cruises on 15in, five-stud alloy
wheels and all-terrain tyres so
it can be trusted to perform
even over tough tracks and
heavily corrugated roads.
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Your chassis on the Opus is hot-dip galvanised to effectively seal it with a super-tough coating designed to resist corrosion and
rust. The extended drawbar is made from 100mm x 50mm sections of steel and is fitted with dedicated holders for two jerry
cans, a lockable holder for carrying one 9kg gas bottle and a front-mounted toolbox perfect for packing along extra camp gear.
Engineered for all-terrain travel and providing comfortable accommodation under any conditions, the Opus’ tent is modular
in design in so far that an additional awning can be joined to the main tent, creating an extension that measures a full 2m
wide. For even more room, a pair of inner extension pods can be attached, gaining you another 2.4 of covered living space,
so there’s plenty of room for family and friends keen to tag along on your next bush adventure.

From low profile to high-class in only a matter
of minutes, the simple-to-setup Opus camper
trailer makes it easy for you to enjoy extended
stays at a single location or quick overnight
stops as you go. With stabilising legs designed
to wind down quickly and a folding tent section
that assembles smoothly, you’ll be free to
spend more time enjoying the perks of your
campsite and less effort making it ready.
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MEET THE OPUS
LENGTH: 4.9m
WIDTH: 2m
HEIGHT: 1.3m
TARE WEIGHT: 780kg
BALL WEIGHT: 70kg
ATM: 1530kg
CHASSIS: Hot-dipped 100x50mm steel
SUSPENSION: 5 leaf off-road
WHEELS/TYRES: 15in six-stud w. all
terrain tyres
WATER TANK: 50L w. pump
• 2 X FIXED DOUBLE BEDS
• CLUB-STYLE SEATING AREA (converts to
an extra bed)
• OPTIONAL CABINET MOUNTED FRIDGE
• KITCHEN W. SINK AND HOB
• MASSSIVE ROOF STORAGE
• AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS
• RRP: From $21,999

The robust, yet lightweight body of the Opus camper trailer is largely attributed to
its composite sandwich panel construction. These dynamic sandwich panel walls
are comprised of alternating layers of aluminium and ply with an insulated core to
deliver top-notch structural rigidity and a resistance to impact and harsh weather.

With two fixed double-bed areas that feature their own privacy tents plus a cosy
seating area roomy enough to accommodate the whole the gang, the deceivingly
spacious interior of the Opus definitely delivers more than meets the eye. The central
dining table can be packed down easily enabling your club-style to be converted into
an additional bed.

CONTACT
PURPLE LINE

Ph: (03) 9588 2959
W: www.opuscamer.com.au
E: enquiries@opuscamper.com.au
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